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A message from our agronomist
Have you ever found yourself in one
of these tricky manure situations:
•
Insufficient manure storage
•
Excessive rainfall that impacts
your manure storage
•
Inability to land apply manure
when you want or need to
•
Adding animals and putting
stress on your storage capacity
•
Watching manure wash away
from a field you just applied to
A Message from a Long Time Fast Facts Reader (...and arguably LWR’s biggest fan!)

There is a way to mitigate or even
eliminate these challenges!
Make 2022 the year that you bid
farewell to your manure headaches.
Connect with me in the New Year and
let’s work on a manure plan together
that will fill you with peace of mind!

“LWR solves environmental problems the way problems should be solved. It invents,
tests, builds, produces and communicates their practical, economical, and well tested
solutions to the world with innovation, flexibility, openness, science based
technology. It is dedicated to a powerful mission and values, grit to tackle real and
important issues, and importantly, does all this with success. LWR helps us all
believe in a better tomorrow!”
Jackie Kane, Retired Science Teacher from Ohio.

Email Karleigh
Once
again, our
team
came
together
to make
Christmas
just a
little bit
brighter
for one
Calgary
family!

We have once again been selected to present a seminar during World Ag
Expo alongside our distribution partners at Figure 8 Environmental. Join
us in Tulare for From Waste to Resource: A revolutionary path to
monetizing manure on the farm to renewable natural gas, fertilizer
sales and cleaner water.

It’s back, it’s live, and
we’ll be there! Join us in
Birmingham, England
for the
World Biogas Expo!

Tune in for a Spotlight on Canadian Agrifood Innovation
January 27th, 2022 | 9:00am PDT

www.LivestockWaterRecycling.com

Livestock Water recycling’s 2021 year in review
It’s been another busy and rewarding year for our team. With multiple system sales and installations, award recognitions,
industry presentations, and attendance at trade shows both virtually and in person, we are looking back on a very successful 2021
while we gear up for the busiest year in LWR’s history! Stay tuned for some very exciting announcements to come in 2022 and
thank you for joining us on our Startup Journey. It’s been a wild ride so far and we look forward to what’s to come!
The amount of manure processed through our systems in 2021 = the amount of carbon sequestered by 367,231 acres of forests!
Selected to present seminar during
World Ag Expo in Tulare, California
Novel nutrient hub and spoke biogas model
gains traction with strong value propositions
for both farms and developers
Featured on the Carbotnic podcast, talking
about manure, water, fertilizers, our
incredible client farmers, the
importance of good data, and why
it is such an exciting time to be in agtech!

Introduced LOIS, the first ever
machine learning module used to
capture value from manure

LOIS wins
Top 10 New Product Award during
World Ag Expo

First Wave System installed and
commissioned on a dairy farm in
California’s Central Valley

Emerged among the top 10% of global
AgriFoodTech companies in the Foodech 500
rankings as the top Canadian company

Emissions Reductions Alberta funded LWR's
paunch manure demonstration project aimed
at achieving carbon neutrality in beef
production

Selected to participate in two industry
research studies to improve on-farm
sustainability through improved soil health
and manure management practices

A third-party technology review put LWR's
First Wave system on the top of the list for
nutrient recovery with a 97% TSS capture

CEO Karen Schuett joined the United Farmers
of Alberta for a conversation about the
environmental answer to one of animal
agricultures’ biggest questions

Presented at Water Tech Talks, MaRS VC
Syndicate, Estonia's Dairy Forum, and a
Brazilian Agtech Panel

Pre-qualified by Innovative Solutions Canada
for consideration for testing by federal
government departments and agencies

Named finalist for Alberta
Business Awards of Distinction

First ever SPROUT system installed at a
progressive truck wash facility in Iowa

Participated in virtual trade mission to France

First Wave system sold in Northern Ireland

LOI’s signed in Wisconsin, New York and Ohio

Distribution agreement
signed with
Agristarbio in Portugal

Invited to present at Canada-Arab Business
Council's virtual
Future of Food Tech trade mission to the UAE

Selected to participate in the Food Systems
Game Changers Lab in support of the UN
Food Systems Summit

Attended World AG Expo, World Pork Expo,
AgSmart, North American Manure Expo, and
World Dairy Expo

Participated in virtual roundtable:
Alberta-Netherlands

Registered for
Signed multi-unit renewable
natural gas partnership
in the Midwest United States

Invited to present at the World
Dairy Expo's Tech Spotlight and
the Future of Agtech panel

Received support from Prairies
Economic Development Canada
to scale up for growth

The amount of manure processed by
our systems in 2021 = removing
65,187 cars off the road for an entire year!

Announced as Food Tech Challenger
of the Year in Animal Tech Track
during Food Tech Congress
Selected to join Mars Momentum program
as one of Canada's next
$100* Million Companies

Does your New Year Resolution include making money from your manure?
Let’s build a plan together! Call or email us today and let’s make 2022 your most profitable year ever!

www.LivestockWaterRecycling.com

